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Public Involvement Process
The Broadway Boulevard: Euclid to Country Club Improvement Project is currently in the
Planning and Design Phase, which began June 2012. This phase of the project will provide
the public the greatest opportunity to inform and shape the resulting improvements, and
there will be many opportunities during this phase to engage with local and regional
stakeholders through a variety of mediums. The input obtained throughout this phase of
the project will inform the roadway’s design and ultimate placement. Public meetings are
an important component of the Public Involvement Process and during the course of the
project will be held at critical junctures. The February 28, 2013 Progress Report and
Community Input event was the second of four planned large-scale public meetings.
Approximately 200 hundred participants attended this meeting and the input received
will help the Citizens Task Force (CTF) and project technical team finalize the draft
Vision and Goals that will help guide their overall roadway design decisions. Throughout
the Planning and Design Phase the CTF will be engaged in in a process that seeks to
create a roadway design that best meets the needs and goals of the local and regional
communities that this section of Broadway Boulevard serves.
This community-wide event was a publically noticed project event where no decisions
were made. Under Arizona State Open Meeting Law, this report will serve as the official
meeting minutes from the Progress Report and Community Input Event. The appendices
provide documentation of the input received (A), how the input has been incorporated
into the project draft Vision & Goals (B), and the displays presented at the event (C).

This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
(RTA), and is part of the voter-approved, $2.1 billion RTA plan that will be implemented through 2026.
Details about the plan are available at www.RTAmobility.com.
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Goals
As the second public meeting in the public involvement process that will guide the
planning and design of the Broadway Boulevard Improvement project, the Progress Report
and Community Input Event was designed to accomplish the following:








Present the draft Vision and Goals that the CTF and project technical team have
developed, which will guide their overall roadway design decisions
Introduce the CTF and project technical team to the public
Allow the CTF members to engage with their stakeholder groups
Present the last six months of data, technical information, and studies that the
CTF has been given to inform their design decisions, and providing samples of input
the CTF and the participating community have shared so far
Give individuals in the community the opportunity to provide input, ask questions
and learn about the project, progress to date, and the draft Vision and Goals
Contribute to the public participation process and the transparent dialogue
regarding the improvement project

Accomplishing these goals will help advance the public participation process and help the
CTF and project technical team further refine the draft Vision and Goals, or other aspects
of the project. Additionally, the meeting format will enable the public and the CTF to
interact with each other and allow the CTF to engage with their stakeholder groups.

Format
The Progress Report and Community Input Event was organized by the project technical
team after receiving input from the CTF and the community regarding the meeting goals,
format, and input methods. The event utilized an open house style format with multiple
stations organized by goal topics. It began with a brief presentation given by Project
Manager, Jennifer Toothaker Burdick, which gave an overview of the project and
discussed the progress made to date. After the presentation each CTF member introduced
themselves to the public and described the interests they represent and why they were
serving on the task force. To facilitate meeting new stakeholders, some of the CTF
members shared at which station they would be starting the evening. After the CTF
introductions, the participants were encouraged to walk around the room to visit each
station to ask questions, learn about the topics and provide input. In addition to the
displays boards, each station also featured easel pads that participants could provide
input related to the information presented at the station. Further, a “Master Input Wall”
was set up to gather further public input and a “Video Comment Booth” was made
available to anyone wishing to make comments that would be video recorded (please see
This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
(RTA), and is part of the voter-approved, $2.1 billion RTA plan that will be implemented through 2026.
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the appendix for images of all the display boards and comments received). Listed below is
a description of each station:

1. Sign-in and Welcome: The sign-in and welcome station provided an area for
attendees to sign-in and provide contact information for future project notices,
project fact sheets, and also provided a location for meeting attendees to provide
input through comment cards. Project team members welcoming and orienting
incoming attendees were from Kaneen Public Relations and Advertising.
This station also had two interactive display boards, one where attendees could
place a dot where they work and live on a Tucson Metropolitan City Limits Area
map, and another that asked which mode of travel people utilize in the project
zone and what type activities they participate in along the corridor. CTF members
and project team members representing Regional Transportation Authority and
Pima County Department of Transportation were present to help attendees provide
input on the boards. The following is a list of the categories that were included on
this board and the number of responses for each category:
 How I travel in the project zone:
o Bike: 36
o Walk: 40
o Vehicle: 52
o Bus: 15
o Other: 1


What I do in the project zone:
o Entertainment, Shop, Dine: 54
o School: 5

This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
(RTA), and is part of the voter-approved, $2.1 billion RTA plan that will be implemented through 2026.
Details about the plan are available at www.RTAmobility.com.
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o Commute: 23
o Work: 22
o Home: 26
o Professional Services: 29
o Worship: 4
o Other: 6
2. General Project Information: The general project information station included
displays that showed project facts, history, and what has been accomplished todate. This station also included information about the public participation process
and the overarching models – Context Sensitive Solutions (CSS) and the
International Association of Public Participation (IAP2) Spectrum of Public
Participation – that guide it. CTF members and a liaison from the Regional
Transportation Authority’s Citizens Accountable for Regional Transportation (CART)
Committee, as well as members of the project team were present to answer
questions. Project team members represented Kaneen Public Relations and
Advertising and the Regional Transportation Authority.
3. Sustainable Multi-Modal Street Design: This station provided information
regarding traffic projections, street design, cross section alternatives, and
performance measures. The technical traffic study was highlighted, as was an
overview of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s suggested sustainable
transportation performance measures that will be part of the evaluation criteria
and work ahead. Project team members available to answer these technical
questions included HDR Engineering and Kittelson & Associates.
4. Mixed-Use Business Districts and Neighborhoods: One of the larger stations, this
one featured information and displays related to the project area businesses and
neighborhoods. Prominent reports highlighted through displays included the
Historic Buildings Inventory Report and map, and the Land Use, Urban Form, and
Significant Structures Existing Conditions Report and map. General topics
included in this area covered existing and potential land use within the study
corridor, study area demographics, surrounding neighborhood and historic districts
boundaries, and an overview of what a context sensitive solutions approach is.
Project team members and City staff available to answer technical questions
represented Community Design + Architecture, Swaim Associates Ltd, and City of
Tucson Historic Preservation Office.
5. Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) MainStreet Business Assistance
Program: The free business assistance services that the RTA MainStreet program
offers to qualified businesses and commercial property owners located within a
This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
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quarter mile of RTA-funded transportation projects were highlighted at this
station. The MainStreet program focuses on minimizing impacts to business during
the construction phase of roadway projects such as the Broadway Boulevard
Roadway Improvement Project. Representatives from the MainStreet program
were available to answer questions and to sign-up new businesses and property
owners into the program.
6. Real Estate/Tierra Right-of-Way: Project team members and staff from the City
of Tucson Real Estate Office and Tierra Right-of-Way provided information
regarding the property acquisition process and the right-of-way acquisition and
relocation assistance programs that are available for property owners and qualified
businesses impacted by the improvement project.
7. Video Comment Booth: The Video Comment Booth Station offered event
attendees the opportunity to have their comments videotaped regarding the
Broadway Improvement Project. Four event attendees took advantage of this
opportunity and provided comments that will be taken into consideration by the
project team and CTF when finalizing the project’s draft Vision and Goals. Project
team members assisting with this station represented Regional Transportation
Authority.
8. Master Input Wall: The Master Input Wall provided the public an area to provide
commentary on any aspect of the project. The project team also captured input
on the following two topics: 1. Describe your vision for Broadway; and, 2. What’s
most important for the future of Broadway Boulevard? In addition to this, the
project team also displayed all of the Draft Vision and Goals Statements and asked
for event attendees to comment upon them. A children’s input table was also
made available at the Master Input Wall station. CTF members and project team
members from MetaWest and Community Design + Architecture assisted
participants.
All of the input that was collected at the individual stations, through comment cards, the
Video Comment Booth, and Master Input wall have been recorded, transcribed, analyzed
by the project team and assimilated into revised Draft Vision and Goals Statements.
Digital images of the comments received have been posted to the project website at
http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/broadway/public-meeting-2 and included in the appendix.
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Input
A total of 145 people signed in at the event, but because not everyone signed in, the
project team estimates that approximately 200 community members were in attendance.
Approximately 50 participants provided colored dots on a map entitled “Where do you
live? and work?” Green dots represented where they ‘work’ and orange dots, where they
‘live’. A cluster of dots near the project area emerged, within an area bounded on the
north by Speedway, on the south by 22nd Street, on the west by I-10, and on the east by
Country Club. 55% of respondents (30 of 54) live, and over 71% (35 of 49) work, within
this cluster.
In total, 151 comments were collected at the open house. These include written
comments made on display boards; written comments on the Public Input Wall; filled-out
comment cards; a letter, and video booth comments. The project team assembled and
read through these comments and then related each comment, or portions of the
comment, to one or more goals, although some comments were called out as not related
to a goal. Of these comments not related to a goal, some were flagged as possibly
warranting a new goal or a modification to a goal. It is important to note that most of the
comments did not respond directly to goal statements; the relationship of comments to
the goals was extrapolated by project team members.
Some clear themes emerged from the comments that were received at this public
meeting. The first is the desire for no widening of Broadway. The second is the desire for
Broadway to be a destination, for neighborhood residents and Tucsonans. The third is an
appreciation for Broadway’s existing character, especially that of its architecture. The
fourth is the desire an environment that is more supportive of alternate modes on
Broadway, such as walking and bicycling, and all users in general. Additionally, small
businesses, aesthetics, and bus pullouts were the subject of many comments.
Themes shared by the CTF members at the end of the meeting based on their
conversations with attendees echo the themes stated above, and included two additional
themes not reflected in the written and video comments included in this report: 1) to
"make a decision soon," and 2) to make sure the roadway design and construction is "done
right". These themes will be presented for discussion as possible additions/revisions to
the draft Vision and Goals.
The next section summarizes specific goal statements that received the most supportive
comments (at least 10 supportive comments); a table listing all comments and their
relationship to the goals, as well as their relationship to other issues is included in the
appendix.

This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
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Top Supported Goals
The Draft Vision and Goals are being developed by the Broadway Boulevard project team
in conjunction with the CTF. This document is still a work in progress. Many of the
current goal statements contradict one another, and groupings of goals are often included
to reflect the full spectrum of opinion about the issues on which the community has
placed importance. Therefore, it is important to gauge the feelings of the public –
including the adjacent neighborhoods and businesses as well as the entire region – on the
goal statements.
1. Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
31 comments supported this goal. They included:






“The Broadway widening plans as originally envisioned are no longer feasible,
valuable, or conducive to a progressive or sustainable future Tucson.”
“Keep the buildings, forgo the asphalt.”
“Build wider roads - Cars will fill it up.”
“I suggest a road diet! Let’s move people not vehicles!”
“A sense of place is of utmost importance. No increased width! We do not need a
dismal no-hum corridor for just cars.”

This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
(RTA), and is part of the voter-approved, $2.1 billion RTA plan that will be implemented through 2026.
Details about the plan are available at www.RTAmobility.com.
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2. Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of places,
defined by their historic and significant structures, signage, landscape, and uses.
23 comments supported this goal. They included:






“This is an opportunity to preserve & enhance this unique district.”
“Integrate old and new structures.”
“Let’s stop destroying the unique character we have in Tucson.”
“If you destroy all of the North side businesses how do you expect this area to
be/remain a destination?”
“Promote the “Sunshine Mile” as a historic designation.”

3. Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard
20 comments supported this goal. They included:





“Pedestrian friendly, wide sidewalks, lots of trees.”
“I am concerned that light will be eliminated or Broadway will be so wide to make
crossing it dangerous or scary, like Campbell at Broadway.”
“Walk able Broadway- inviting to stroll- easy to cross-easy to shop and access
businesses.”
“I want to see this road redesigned to put the safety and comfort of our most
vulnerable roadway users first. Build improvements for people not cars! It’s people
that come into and support businesses-not cars. More people would come by foot
or by bike and transit if it was a more convenient and comfortable option.”

4. Provide east-west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on Broadway
Boulevard and parallel streets.
20 comments supported this goal. They included:





“Build better bike paths and extra lanes for cars won’t be needed, especially for
the short commute from the Country Club area to Downtown.”
“Separated bike lanes.”
“Encourage bicycles to use 3rd street. Clearly marked, well-lighted and crossings
for a usable bike route.”
“Wider bike lanes.”

5. Optimize the use of the right-of-way to improve mobility and safety for all modes
of travel along and across Broadway.
19 comments supported this goal. They included:
This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
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“Make my commute safe whether I drive, bike or bus!”
“Make it pretty and inviting to walk or drive or bike.”
“People move in a variety of ways-Not just by car to places not just to a through
area.”
“There are so many awesome and creative ways to satisfy the bond that do not
include widening road bed.”

6. Increase the amount and quality of landscaping and lighting along Broadway
through an approach that is efficient in terms of capital and maintenance costs
14 comments supported this goal. They included:




“Pedestrian friendly, wide sidewalks, lots of trees.”
“Please include “green space” between East and West traffic.”
“Trees and landscaping.”

7. Nurture Broadway’s role as a place for new and existing small, local and
incubator businesses through preserving existing development and its lower rents
and by encouraging new policies to require new development to help create
commercial space for small, local businesses
12 comments supported this goal. They included:




“Preservation of small local businesses.”
“Please encourage pedestrian and bike friendly mass-transit options that will
encourage local opportunities-not just chain/franchise.”
“Celebrate its mid-century heritage with more local businesses”

8. Respect the aesthetic character of the districts along Broadway while
encouraging maintenance and reinvestment to improve aesthetic appearance of
existing development. Also, encourage new development that complements
today's aesthetic character
12 comments supported this goal. They included:




“Elegant, Historic.”
“Make it pretty and inviting to walk or drive or bike.”
“We need to beautify Broadway to have it represent the beauty of Tucson as a
gateway to downtown.”

9. Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard
11 comments supported this goal. They included:
This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
(RTA), and is part of the voter-approved, $2.1 billion RTA plan that will be implemented through 2026.
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“Restore the pedestrian environment by widening sidewalks not the road.”
“No 8 Lanes!”
“Instead of widening all of Broadway, only widen intersections. Bus pullouts at all
bus stops.”

10. Encourage a mix of neighborhood and regional serving businesses to support
vibrant mixed use districts along Broadway
10 comments supported this goal. They included:



“Yes! Destination. Not a corridor place of architecture business, Taxpaying, local
owners, more people in lots of ways not just cars.”
“To become a destination for people to shop, eat, meet, congregate. To be a
vibrant urban place NOT a traffic corridor to thoroughly move people through.”

11.Protect all individually historic and contributing buildings, signage, and sites
10 comments supported this goal. They included:


Save the buildings! Especially the church just west of Campbell-beautiful!”



“It would be much better to preserve our architectural heritage along this route.
Keep the buildings, forgo the asphalt”



“…the historic buildings and exceptional mid-century character along Broadway
Boulevard must be spared in conjunction with the planning for this roadway
expansion.”

12. Provide effective east-west high capacity transit on Broadway Boulevard
10 comments supported this goal. They included:



“A lot more people could travel in a narrower roadway using Bus Rapid Transit.”
“Minimal median in anticipation of future center lane LRT (following 2009 PAG HCT
Plan).”

There were 48 other goals that received less than 10 comments of support, including 26
that had one supportive comment. Furthermore, 17 comments supported the
incorporation of bus pull-outs, which were not included in a specific goal statement.
These are listed in a table included in Appendix B.

Recommendations for Vision and Goals
This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
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While many open house comments supported the Draft Vision and Goals, some comments
raised issues that had not already been addressed. The following are the project team’s
recommendations for potential new goal statements to add to the Draft Vision and Goals,
as well as, modifications to the existing vision and goal statements.

Recommended new goals


Improve the economic and transportation linkages of Broadway and the uses
along it with Downtown and the University of Arizona.
This goal is based on the comment, “Broadway can become a vital extension of
downtown and the U of A if it remains sensitive to the unique historic context and
it encourages the economic development of small local businesses along the
corridor.”



Widen Broadway to accommodate through and commute traffic.
This goal is based on two comments: 1) “Broadway is the only East-West direct
route to downtown and its current purpose is as commuter route. However no
committee member has interests to the east or west of the small area and only 2
posters in entire presentation are traffic information. These stats show 50,000
daily trips will be impacted without representation. If you close road with
bikers/light rail, what is the alternative for commuters, downtown, El Con, or
points East?” and 2) “Broadway needs widening to 6 lanes to avoid congestion on
the 4 way street portion of Broadway.”



Do not widen Broadway beyond the existing curbs.
This goal is based on the comment, “There are so many awesome and creative
ways to satisfy the bond that do not include widening road bed. We could have an
exciting and fantastic improvement to Broadway to make it a place not a thruway.”

Recommended modifications to Vision and Goals
Destination comments
More than a dozen comments mentioned the word “destination,” typically in reference to
the desire for the Broadway corridor to remain or become a destination. The use of the
destination term was often in opposition to a throughway for traffic. These “destination”
comments included the following:

This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
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“Make sure Broadway improves as a destination, not just a roadway to somewhere
else!”
“To become a destination for people to shop, eat, meet, congregate.”
“A destination that deserves to be nurtured and cultivated beyond preservation.”
“If you destroy all of the North side businesses how do you expect this area to
be/remain a destination?”

Because Broadway being a destination is a cross-cutting issue with implications to
community character, economic development, and transportation, the project team
believes the way to address this issue is to make an addition to the Vision Statement.
The team’s recommendation is to choose one of these two bullets to add to the Vision
Statement:



Balance the Boulevard’s function as a major street serving citywide mobility with
its function as an attractive destination; or
Design the street improvements to support making Broadway a stronger retail,
service, and civic destination.

Historic preservation comment
One comment regarding historic preservation led the project team to recommend
broadening a historic goal to support maintaining the viability of Historic Districts. This
modification is italicized below.
“To extent feasible given needed transportation and other improvements along
Broadway, protect the best examples of contributing structures to existing and potential
NRHP Historic District designations while maintaining the viability of Historic Districts.”
Aesthetic character comments
Six comments resulted in the team proposing to modify a goal regarding aesthetic
character to clarify that the goal is about the combination of street and development
aesthetics. This modification is italicized below.
“Respect the aesthetic character of Broadway and the places along it while encouraging
maintenance and reinvestment to improve aesthetic appearance of existing development.
Also, encourage new development that complements today's aesthetic character.”

Next Steps
The public input received at the Progress Report and Community-Wide Input Event will be
critical in helping the project team and the CTF refine and finalize the Draft Vision and
Goals Statements. The finalized Draft Vision and Goals Statements will help guide the
This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
(RTA), and is part of the voter-approved, $2.1 billion RTA plan that will be implemented through 2026.
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selection of cross section alternatives, performance evaluation criteria, and the draft
corridor concepts that the CTF take into consideration when making their ultimate design
decisions and recommendations.
As the CTF moves further into the planning and design phase, the public and stakeholders
will be provided with more opportunities to provide input at key points in the design
process that will help inform the roadway’s design and “final” alignment. A framework of
these strategic decision points in relationship to the key Planning & Design phase work
can be seen in the diagram below.
The ultimate product of this process will be a Mayor and Council approved Design Concept
Report (DCR) that takes the project to 15 percent design plans. The DCR will define many
of the physical aspects of the selected corridor development approach.

This event report, all current and future CTF meeting summaries and the results of all
activities associated with the public involvement process will be made available to the
general public and decision makers via the project website, and regular updates. This will
allow the general public to gain a better understanding of the input and processes used to
create the DCR. It will also give decision makers a tool that will guide the decision
making process to achieve equitable and community-supported outcomes for the
constituents of all sponsoring agencies involved.
Please visit www.tucsonaz.gov/broadway for more detailed information.

This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
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February 28,2013
Broadway Boulevard Citizens Planning Task Force
broadway@tucsonaz.gov

TUCSON

Re: Project Progress Report

& Community Input Event

HISTORIC
PRESERVATION
FOUNDATION
P.O. BOX 40008
TUCSON, AZ 85717
PRESERVETUCSON.ORG

Members of the Task Force:
The Tucson Historic Preservation Foundation
and exceptional

mid-century

spared in conjunction
that the preservation
potential

believes that the historic buildings

character along Broadway Boulevard must be

with the planning for this roadway expansion.

We believe

of the of this particular context is directly tied to the

economic future of Broadway, the merchants, adjacent

neighborhoods,

the city of Tucson and the region.

work and dedication

We acknowledge

to this project, and request that you continue to consider

solutions that address our current needs without destroying
Recognized by the Arizona Preservation Foundation

our collective past.

as one of our state's most

endangered

places, Broadway is a unique mid-century

re-emerging

as a destination

modern district that is

and has the potential to attract heritage tourism in

the future. In the past 6 months, the architectural
has come into focus. In November,

and cultural value of Broadway

Tucson Modernism

thousands of residents and visitors to the street.

Week attracted

This became a catalyst to area

merchants, who have re-Iaunched the Sunshine Mile shopping
celebrating

your hard

district,

the history and character of the area. Property owners are anxious to

reinvest in their property

along the street.

These are vital signs of life in an area

that has been forced into limbo by a 25 year-old transportation

study.

We believe that only a context sensitive design solution can properly address
both the needs of the future with respect for the past. We want this process to
succeed and become a standard by which similar projects can be measured.
Our future is in your hands. Thank you again for your commitment
important

task.

Demion Clinco, President
Tucson Historic Preservation Fou ndation

to this

Appendix B
Event Input Transcribed and
Organized
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Progress Report and Community Input Event, February 28, 2013
Recording of Community Input
Comment Station (pick from list on
#
other tab)
Sheet/Question
1
Comment Card

Comment
Too much asphalt will destroy natural fabric of neighborhoods. –Ellen Ranch

2

Comment Card
Well planned & presented meeting (my first on this subject). Will be glad to
see the area spiffed up & beautifies. Traffic is not our first priority as we are
retired but widening seems sensible. –Broadway & Country Club

Broadway Boulevard Euclid to Country Club Project

Relevant Goal
Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Respect the aesthetic character of the districts along Broadway while
encouraging maintenance and reinvestment to improve aesthetic
appearance of existing development. Also, encourage new development
that complements today's aesthetic character.
Widen Broadway Boulevard to the extent needed to achieve other goals.

2

Comment Card

3

Comment Card

3

Comment Card

4

Comment Card

5

Comment Card

5

Comment Card

5

Comment Card

6

Comment Card

7

Comment Card

7

Comment Card

Improve crossings for bicyclists, including those that connect with bicycle
This is an opportunity to preserve & enhance this unique district. The existing
network
buildings are perfect small business incubator spaces. Affordable, unique,
th
desirable. We can create an extension of downtown, UofA, 4 Ave. with
another destination that is walkable, bikeable, friendly to humans instead of
cars. Encourage Heritage tourism with the preservation of Broadways mid‐
century character. *Create ped&bike links from the neighborhoods to
Broadway businesses.

7

Comment Card

Provide better integration of neighborhoods to districts on Broadway
This is an opportunity to preserve & enhance this unique district. The existing
with a walkable circulation network and by encouraging policies for
buildings are perfect small business incubator spaces. Affordable, unique,
neighborhood‐supporting uses
th
desirable. We can create an extension of downtown, UofA, 4 Ave. with
another destination that is walkable, bikeable, friendly to humans instead of
cars. Encourage Heritage tourism with the preservation of Broadways mid‐
century character. *Create ped&bike links from the neighborhoods to
Broadway businesses.

7

Comment Card

Recognize and reinforce existing areas with distinct character and
This is an opportunity to preserve & enhance this unique district. The existing
support the creation of distinct new places so that Broadway is a linked
buildings are perfect small business incubator spaces. Affordable, unique,
series of places, defined by their historic and significant structures,
th
desirable. We can create an extension of downtown, UofA, 4 Ave. with
signage, landscape, and uses.
another destination that is walkable, bikeable, friendly to humans instead of
cars. Encourage Heritage tourism with the preservation of Broadways mid‐
century character. *Create ped&bike links from the neighborhoods to
Broadway businesses.

8

Comment Card

8

Comment Card

9

Comment Card

Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard.
Do not widen any more than the East side of Country Club‐ 3+1+3. Three
traffic lanes each direction/ divider/turn lane. Bike “lane” both sides. Use bus
pull‐outs‐not a dedicated bus lane.
Do not widen any more than the East side of Country Club‐ 3+1+3. Three
NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE BUS PULL OUTS
traffic lanes each direction/ divider/turn lane. Bike “lane” both sides. Use bus
pull‐outs‐not a dedicated bus lane.
Improve the quality, comfort, and convenience of transit access for the
You want me to use the bus‐but you cannot even make change. Are you
Broadway study area, including improved safety at transit stops.
kidding? When busses work and are convenient, I will consider using them.

10

Comment Card

Well planned & presented meeting (my first on this subject). Will be glad to
see the area spiffed up & beautifies. Traffic is not our first priority as we are
retired but widening seems sensible. –Broadway & Country Club
Save the buildings! Especially the church just west of Campbell‐beautiful!
Save the buildings! Especially the church just west of Campbell‐beautiful!
I ride the #8 bus to downtown to and from Cherry & Broadway. The current
pedestrian controlled light at that intersection is the only safe way I have to
cross Broadway each evening. I am concerned that light will be eliminated or
Broadway will be so wide to make crossing it dangerous or scary, like
Campbell at Broadway.
Leave the historic business & homes intact. Let’s stop destroying the unique
character we have in Tucson. We don’t need to bend our local businesses and
neighborhoods to the will of the car & the RTA.
Leave the historic business & homes intact. Let’s stop destroying the unique
character we have in Tucson. We don’t need to bend our local businesses and
neighborhoods to the will of the car & the RTA.
Leave the historic business & homes intact. Let’s stop destroying the unique
character we have in Tucson. We don’t need to bend our local businesses and
neighborhoods to the will of the car & the RTA.

Recorder's
comments

Preserve and protect the existing special features and places along
Broadway
Protect all individually historic and contributing buildings, signage, and
sites.
Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.

Protect all contributing structures for existing and potential NRHP
Historic District designations
Protect all individually historic and contributing buildings, signage, and
sites.

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
If you destroy all of the North side businesses how do you expect this area to
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
be/remain a destination?
landscape, and uses.
Enable and provide quality connections between districts and
This is an opportunity to preserve & enhance this unique district. The existing
neighborhoods
buildings are perfect small business incubator spaces. Affordable, unique,
desirable. We can create an extension of downtown, UofA, 4th Ave. with
another destination that is walkable, bikeable, friendly to humans instead of
cars. Encourage Heritage tourism with the preservation of Broadways mid‐
century character. *Create ped&bike links from the neighborhoods to
Broadway businesses.

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Avoid impacts to the viability of existing businesses and property along
This is a destination‐ Could be even better‐ It is not just an area to divide by or
Broadway to the extent feasible, and otherwise maximize the viability of
through. Keep the road width as is. Remove threat so that businesses can
property and business before, during and after construction.
revitalize and flourish.
Protect the place and rise of community.

11

Comment Card

11

Comment Card

11

Comment Card

12

Comment Card

12

Comment Card

NEW GOAL ‐ Widen Broadway to accommodate through and commute
Broadway is the only East‐West direct route to downtown and it’s current
traffic.
purpose is as commuter route. However no committee member has interests
to the east or west of the small area and only 2 posters in entire presentation
are traffic information. These stats show 50,000 daily trips will be impacted
without representation. If you close road with bikers/light rail, what is the
alternative for commuters, downtown, El Con, or points East?

13

Comment Card

13

Comment Card

14

Comment Card

14

Comment Card

15

Comment Card

Improve vehicular mobility along Broadway while minimizing widening of
the roadway and otherwise minimizing impacts to adjacent property to
the extent feasible
Broadway needs widening to 6 lanes to avoid congestion on the 4 way street NEW GOAL ‐ Widen Broadway to accommodate through and commute
portion of Broadway‐Marilyn Cook (Oro Valley resident)
traffic.
Instead of widening all of Broadway, only widen intersections. Bus pullouts at Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard; widen only intersections for
all bus stops.
traffic
Instead of widening all of Broadway, only widen intersections. Bus pullouts at NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE BUS PULL OUTS
all bus stops.
Thanks for the opportunity to comment. The idea of widening Broadway is
Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
wrong for several reasons:
1. Congress is too narrow to accommodate more lanes.
2. The city can not maintain the roads that it has built
3. The destruction of churches and other historic structures is wrong. Thank
you. Micheal Cajero

This is a destination‐ Could be even better‐ It is not just an area to divide by or Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
through. Keep the road width as is. Remove threat so that businesses can
revitalize and flourish.
Recognize and reinforce existing areas with distinct character and
This is a destination‐ Could be even better‐ It is not just an area to divide by or
support the creation of distinct new places so that Broadway is a linked
through. Keep the road width as is. Remove threat so that businesses can
series of places, defined by their historic and significant structures,
revitalize and flourish.
signage, landscape, and uses.
Improve vehicular mobility along Broadway while minimizing widening of
Broadway is the only East‐West direct route to downtown and it’s current
the roadway and otherwise minimizing impacts to adjacent property to
purpose is as commuter route. However no committee member has interests
the extent feasible; WITH MODIFICATION OF DELETING TEXT IN GREEN
to the east or west of the small area and only 2 posters in entire presentation
are traffic information. These stats show 50,000 daily trips will be impacted
without representation. If you close road with bikers/light rail, what is the
alternative for commuters, downtown, El Con, or points East?

Broadway needs widening to 6 lanes to avoid congestion on the 4 way street
portion of Broadway‐Marilyn Cook (Oro Valley resident)

8
supportive
marks

Progress Report and Community Input Event, February 28, 2013
Recording of Community Input
Comment Station (pick from list on
#
other tab)
Sheet/Question
15
Comment Card

Broadway Boulevard Euclid to Country Club Project

Comment

Relevant Goal

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. The idea of widening Broadway is
wrong for several reasons:
1. Congress is too narrow to accommodate more lanes.
2. The city can not maintain the roads that it has built
3. The destruction of churches and other historic structures is wrong. Thank
you. Micheal Cajero

Protect all individually historic and contributing buildings, signage, and
sites.

15

Comment Card

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. The idea of widening Broadway is
wrong for several reasons:
1. Congress is too narrow to accommodate more lanes.
2. The city can not maintain the roads that it has built
3. The destruction of churches and other historic structures is wrong. Thank
you. Micheal Cajero

Protect all significant buildings and sites.

16

Comment Card

I’m a long time Sam Hughes/Tucson resident and am concerned that the
Broadway widening plans as originally envisioned are no longer feasible,
valuable, or conducive to a progressive or sustainable future Tucson. I would
hope these will be re‐examined with an eye to maximum “quality of life”
enhancements for residents and businesses. – Quintin Ortiz

Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

17

Comment Card

Improve crossings for bicyclists, including those that connect with bicycle
network

17

Comment Card

17

Comment Card

17

Comment Card

17

Comment Card

18

Comment Card

19

Comment Card

20

Comment Card

20

Comment Card

21

Comment Card

21

Comment Card

Honor the historic Sunshine Mile and support all local businesses. The
renovation of Broadway Blvd. should accommodate alternative modes of
transportation. No car access for 8 lanes. Keep current automobile access‐No
widening. Increase safety of pedestrian & bicycle corridors. Use principles of
“Road Diet”‐ slow down traffic. –Susan Silverman (Broadway and Country
Club)
Honor the historic Sunshine Mile and support all local businesses. The
renovation of Broadway Blvd. should accommodate alternative modes of
transportation. No car access for 8 lanes. Keep current automobile access‐No
widening. Increase safety of pedestrian & bicycle corridors. Use principles of
“Road Diet”‐ slow down traffic. –Susan Silverman (Broadway and Country
Club)
Honor the historic Sunshine Mile and support all local businesses. The
renovation of Broadway Blvd. should accommodate alternative modes of
transportation. No car access for 8 lanes. Keep current automobile access‐No
widening. Increase safety of pedestrian & bicycle corridors. Use principles of
“Road Diet”‐ slow down traffic. –Susan Silverman (Broadway and Country
Club)
Honor the historic Sunshine Mile and support all local businesses. The
renovation of Broadway Blvd. should accommodate alternative modes of
transportation. No car access for 8 lanes. Keep current automobile access‐No
widening. Increase safety of pedestrian & bicycle corridors. Use principles of
“Road Diet”‐ slow down traffic. –Susan Silverman (Broadway and Country
Club)
Honor the historic Sunshine Mile and support all local businesses. The
renovation of Broadway Blvd. should accommodate alternative modes of
transportation. No car access for 8 lanes. Keep current automobile access‐No
widening. Increase safety of pedestrian & bicycle corridors. Use principles of
“Road Diet”‐ slow down traffic. –Susan Silverman (Broadway and Country
Club)
1st Assembly of God Church could be preserved if only RTA members agree to
save hundreds of thousands of dollars for the City of Tucson. This is a very
valuable building that people of Tucson want to preserve. (RTA you have the
final word) –Ralph Armenta
Why is more space for more traffic needed? Is there any information as to the
economic losses vs. the value of moving more cars/busses along a wider
street?‐ Lea Goodwine
1) Please include “green space” between East and West traffic.
2) Please stagger the stop lines at lights so the right lane can see if it’s safe to
turn right on a red light. That way the car in the left lane does not block the
line of sight. (This comment is for all over town also)‐ Betty Alexander (She
drew a diagram on her card)
1) Please include “green space” between East and West traffic.
2) Please stagger the stop lines at lights so the right lane can see if it’s safe to
turn right on a red light. That way the car in the left lane does not block the
line of sight. (This comment is for all over town also)‐ Betty Alexander (She
drew a diagram on her card)
We don’t need 6 lanes of traffic but bus pull outs will help traffic flow‐ Martha
Ortiz
We don’t need 6 lanes of traffic but bus pull outs will help traffic flow‐ Martha
Ortiz

22

Comment Card

22

Comment Card

22

Comment Card

Protect all individually historic and contributing buildings, signage, and
Traffic projections along Broadway have not come to be. There is not enough
sites.
new housing East of downtown to significantly increase the traffic. It would be
much better to preserve our architectural heritage along this route. Keep the
buildings, forgo the asphalt‐ Ann Pattison

23

Comment Card

Two Points‐
Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
1) The stretch of Broadway between Country Club and Columbus needs to be
part of the conversation‐ It’s 6 lanes and appears as a bottleneck between 8
lanes East and possibly 8, West (If ever needed)
2) Light rail needs to be part of the conversation as well – Bill Ford

23

Comment Card

Two Points‐
Provide effective east‐west high capacity transit on Broadway Boulevard.
1) The stretch of Broadway between Country Club and Columbus needs to be
part of the conversation‐ It’s 6 lanes and appears as a bottleneck between 8
lanes East and possibly 8, West (If ever needed)
2) Light rail needs to be part of the conversation as well – Bill Ford

24

Comment Card

25

Comment Card

Please let me know what rough estimates exist of the right of way acquisition NOT RELATED TO A GOAL; WHAT ARE ESTIMATED ACQUISITION COSTS
costs. I realize there are no firm numbers but I would like to know magnitudes‐
Tres English
Please encourage pedestrian and bike friendly mass‐transit options that will Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
encourage local opportunities‐not just chain/franchise‐ late‐night/early a.m. Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.
users of the roadway are also Important (need to get there and back)‐ Camille
Kershner

25

Comment Card

Please encourage pedestrian and bike friendly mass‐transit options that will
encourage local opportunities‐not just chain/franchise‐ late‐night/early a.m.
users of the roadway are also Important (need to get there and back)‐ Camille
Kershner

25

Comment Card

Please encourage pedestrian and bike friendly mass‐transit options that will Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
encourage local opportunities‐not just chain/franchise‐ late‐night/early a.m. Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets
users of the roadway are also Important (need to get there and back)‐ Camille
Kershner

Traffic projections along Broadway have not come to be. There is not enough
new housing East of downtown to significantly increase the traffic. It would be
much better to preserve our architectural heritage along this route. Keep the
buildings, forgo the asphalt‐ Ann Pattison
Traffic projections along Broadway have not come to be. There is not enough
new housing East of downtown to significantly increase the traffic. It would be
much better to preserve our architectural heritage along this route. Keep the
buildings, forgo the asphalt‐ Ann Pattison

Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.

Protect all individually historic and contributing buildings, signage, and
sites.

Provide a buffer between pedestrians and traffic on Broadway that is
effective given the speed and amount of vehicular traffic.

Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets

Preserve and protect the existing special features and places along
Broadway.

Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

Increase the amount and quality of landscaping and lighting along
Broadway through an approach that is efficient in terms of capital and
maintenance costs.

Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
all modes of travel along and across Broadway

Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE BUS PULL OUTS
Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, UPDATE TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS

Nurture Broadway’s role as a place for new and existing small, local and
incubator businesses through preserving existing development and its
lower rents and by encouraging new policies to require new
development to help create commercial space for small, local businesses.

Recorder's
comments
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Recording of Community Input
Comment Station (pick from list on
#
other tab)
Sheet/Question
25
Comment Card

26

Comment Card

27

Comment Card

28

Sustainable Multi‐Modal
Transportation
Sustainable Multi‐Modal
Transportation
Sustainable Multi‐Modal
Transportation
Sustainable Multi‐Modal
Transportation
Sustainable Multi‐Modal
Transportation
Sustainable Multi‐Modal
Transportation

29
30
31
32
33

Comment

Broadway Boulevard Euclid to Country Club Project

Relevant Goal

Please encourage pedestrian and bike friendly mass‐transit options that will Provide effective east‐west high capacity transit on Broadway Boulevard.
encourage local opportunities‐not just chain/franchise‐ late‐night/early a.m.
users of the roadway are also Important (need to get there and back)‐ Camille
Kershner
Bad idea. Waste of money. Road to no‐where under snake bridge. Good
Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
transition to downtown as is. Simpler (?) traffic for proximity to Tucson High.
42+ million a lot of money for nothing. Could go to schools that need supplies‐
Cindy Brawet
Please consider some sort of Park‐n‐ride option (El Con mall to downtown/Hi NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE PARK‐N‐RIDE TO EAST OF PROJECT
Corbett/UA/Westside/Desert Museum and Old Tucson/ A Mt. Fireworks, etc.) AREA
for People who are infrequent users but still need to get home at the end of
the event (or after shift or there for an early shift). – Camille Kershner

Sheet 1
Sheet 1

No 8 Lane widening of Broadway Blvd. Allow for alternative modes of
transportation
Build wider roads‐ Cars will fill it up

Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.
Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

Sheet 1

Bus pullouts!

NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE BUS PULL OUTS

Sheet 1

I’d rather bring back the suicide lane than widen the road! Just wrong‐headed Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

Sheet 1

How old and how accurate are the traffic projections?

Sheet 1

Projections do not take into account current trends such as re‐divided travel NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, UPDATE TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS
impact of smart growth and indeed demand. They greatly overstate future car
travel and will perpetuate a sprawling, car culture.

NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, UPDATE TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS

34

Sustainable Multi‐Modal Sheet 1
Transportation

You cannot have sustainable roads without a sustainable development
pattern and creating places.

35

Sustainable Multi‐Modal
Transportation
Sustainable Multi‐Modal
Transportation
Sustainable Multi‐Modal
Transportation
Sustainable Multi‐Modal
Transportation

Sheet 1

No 8 Lanes!

Encourage new development at a scale that is more intense than what
exists today if it transitions at its edges to the scale of existing context,
and if it supports the multi‐modal, economic development, and
affordability goals for Broadway.
Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard.

Sheet 1

No 8 Lanes!

Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard.

Sheet 1

Reduce 150' width

Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard.

Sheet 10

Restore the pedestrian environment by widening sidewalks not the road.
Broadway is currently a hostile river of cars in the middle of a historic
established central communities. 150’ feet wide is just silly for a road to
nowhere‐Slow the traffic down to 35 in reality not theory. Traffic Calming‐‐‐
Please!
Restore the pedestrian environment by widening sidewalks not the road.
Broadway is currently a hostile river of cars in the middle of a historic
established central communities. 150’ feet wide is just silly for a road to
nowhere‐Slow the traffic down to 35 in reality not theory. Traffic Calming‐‐‐
Please!
Restore the pedestrian environment by widening sidewalks not the road.
Broadway is currently a hostile river of cars in the middle of a historic
established central communities. 150’ feet wide is just silly for a road to
nowhere‐Slow the traffic down to 35 in reality not theory. Traffic Calming‐‐‐
Please!
Restore the pedestrian environment by widening sidewalks not the road.
Broadway is currently a hostile river of cars in the middle of a historic
established central communities. 150’ feet wide is just silly for a road to
nowhere‐Slow the traffic down to 35 in reality not theory. Traffic Calming‐‐‐
Please!
Multimodal transportation studies page: Widening Broadway from 4 to 6
lanes will still yield suboptional times/speeds at Campbell and Country Club.
So two more lanes to only benefit three intersections. Why not, then, just
spend the money, effort, etc. to improve these three intersections? Euclid,
Highland, and Tucson Blvd.‐There has to be a way to either widen these cross
streets to absorb load, and/or beef up the left/right turn lanes to allow better
throughout. Also Bus Pullouts‐Solve a bit of the slowdown and back up that
proposed six lanes its reported to solve.

Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.

36
37
38

Design improvements to Broadway to encourage traffic to travel no
faster than the speed limit

38

Sustainable Multi‐Modal Sheet 10
Transportation

38

Sustainable Multi‐Modal Sheet 10
Transportation

38

Sustainable Multi‐Modal Sheet 10
Transportation

39

Sustainable Multi‐Modal Sheet 10
Transportation

39

Sustainable Multi‐Modal Sheet 10
Transportation

NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE BUS PULL OUTS
Multimodal transportation studies page: Widening Broadway from 4 to 6
lanes will still yield suboptional times/speeds at Campbell and Country Club.
So two more lanes to only benefit three intersections. Why not, then, just
spend the money, effort, etc. to improve these three intersections? Euclid,
Highland, and Tucson Blvd.‐There has to be a way to either widen these cross
streets to absorb load, and/or beef up the left/right turn lanes to allow better
throughout. Also Bus Pullouts‐Solve a bit of the slowdown and back up that
proposed six lanes its reported to solve.

40

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 2
and Business Districts

What is the value of economic losses of existing businesses versus the value of Avoid impacts to the viability of existing businesses and property along
Broadway to the extent feasible, and otherwise maximize the viability of
moving more cars or busses along a widened Broadway
property and business before, during and after construction.

41

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 2
and Business Districts

Save First Assembly @1749 E. Broadway at any cost!

Preserve and protect the existing special features and places along
Broadway.

42

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 2
and Business Districts

Don’t widen use rail and bike lane instead (and offer parking for park n ride
type services)(or separate, lighted clearly marked safe bikeway)

Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

42

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 2
and Business Districts

Don’t widen use rail and bike lane instead (and offer parking for park n ride
type services)(or separate, lighted clearly marked safe bikeway)

Improve the quality, comfort, and convenience of transit access for the
Broadway study area, including improved safety at transit stops.

42

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 2
and Business Districts

Don’t widen use rail and bike lane instead (and offer parking for park n ride
type services)(or separate, lighted clearly marked safe bikeway)

NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE PARK‐N‐RIDE SAFEWAY PARKING LOT

42

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 2
and Business Districts

Don’t widen use rail and bike lane instead (and offer parking for park n ride
type services)(or separate, lighted clearly marked safe bikeway)

Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets

42

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 2
and Business Districts

Don’t widen use rail and bike lane instead (and offer parking for park n ride
type services)(or separate, lighted clearly marked safe bikeway)

Provide effective east‐west high capacity transit on Broadway Boulevard.

43

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 2
and Business Districts

A lot more people could travel in a narrower roadway using Bus Rapid Transit Provide effective east‐west high capacity transit on Broadway Boulevard.

44

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 2
and Business Districts

Destroying the First Assembly Church is an awful idea, destroying the heart of Preserve and protect the existing special features and places along
a healthy neighborhood
Broadway.

45

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 2
and Business Districts

Button crossing at 9th and Campbell would improve safety ‐ Crosswalk as it is
is hazardous to health and safety

Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.

46

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 2
and Business Districts

Don’t widen Broadway! So it’s packed at the rush hour in the morning and
evening. Big Deal! Build North and South that’s where people are moving

Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

47

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 7
and Business Districts

Bad idea too many resources for no benefit

Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

48

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 7
and Business Districts

No 8 lanes!

Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard.

49

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 7
and Business Districts

Road to nowhere

Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard.

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.

Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard; widen only intersections for
traffic.

Recorder's
comments

Progress Report and Community Input Event, February 28, 2013
Recording of Community Input
Comment Station (pick from list on
#
other tab)
Sheet/Question
50
Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 7
and Business Districts

Broadway Boulevard Euclid to Country Club Project

Comment

Relevant Goal

Bad Feng‐Shui to widen road

Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

51

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 8
and Business Districts

Kill the architecture upon which a city was built and you kill the city itself (not Protect all individually historic and contributing buildings, signage, and
sites.
to mention it’s tourism)

52

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 8
and Business Districts

Promote the “Sunshine Mile” as a historic designation for the eco‐tourism a
bicycling and walking corridor unique to the Sonoran Desert

Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.

52

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 8
and Business Districts

Promote the “Sunshine Mile” as a historic designation for the eco‐tourism a
bicycling and walking corridor unique to the Sonoran Desert

Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets

52

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 8
and Business Districts

Promote the “Sunshine Mile” as a historic designation for the eco‐tourism a
bicycling and walking corridor unique to the Sonoran Desert

52

Mixed Use Neihborhoods Sheet 8
and Business Districts

Promote the “Sunshine Mile” as a historic designation for the eco‐tourism a
bicycling and walking corridor unique to the Sonoran Desert

53

General Information

Sheet 3

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Use plants that are native to the Sonoran Desert or plants that are
adaptive to the Tucson environment, and that along with other
streetscape elements help to create the desired character for the
districts along Broadway
Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

53

General Information

Sheet 3

54

General Information

Sheet 3

54

General Information

Sheet 3

Road to where? No where to go once under snake bridge. Too much money
42 Mill. Could be better used for schools. Too much traffic for high school
students to navigate through. Better things can be done like bus pull over/and
Right Turn Lanes without stop only yield
Road to where? No where to go once under snake bridge. Too much money NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE BUS PULL OUTS
42 Mill. Could be better used for schools. Too much traffic for high school
students to navigate through. Better things can be done like bus pull over/and
Right Turn Lanes without stop only yield
Light Rail‐ Bikes
Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets
Light Rail‐ Bikes
Provide effective east‐west high capacity transit on Broadway Boulevard

55

General Information

Sheet 3

Kittleman study/cited in ctf docs, (available on tucsonaz.gov website’s
Broadway page) states that of the ten intersections between Euclid and
Country Club only THREE operate at L.O.S “D” or Lower. The other seven are
at “C” or better. One would then conclude that instead of frittering away
“beaucout bucks” acquiring property and creating 150’ of lane‐age to solve a
problem that does not exist. City/RTA should simply install fixes to those
THREE intersections. (Euclid, Treat and Country Club) and be done with it.
Cheaper, faster and much less destructive to businesses and neighborhoods.

56

General Information

Sheet 3

New Transportation Analysis Studies need to be done to incorporate new
Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
info., including clear trends that people are driving less (esp. millennial’s)
–Smart Growth reduces congestion (2012 ADOT Study out of Phoenix) and the
phenomena of induced demand (several studies) which shows that widening
roads creates more traffic which leads to more widening, etc.

56

General Information

Sheet 3

New Transportation Analysis Studies need to be done to incorporate new
NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, UPDATE TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS
info., including clear trends that people are driving less (esp. millennial’s)
–Smart Growth reduces congestion (2012 ADOT Study out of Phoenix) and the
phenomena of induced demand (several studies) which shows that widening
roads creates more traffic which leads to more widening, etc.

57

General Information

Sheet 11

Park‐N‐Ride to provide an option for non residents of the immediate area

Improve the quality, comfort, and convenience of transit access for the
Broadway study area, including improved safety at transit stops.

57

General Information

Sheet 11

Park‐N‐Ride to provide an option for non residents of the immediate area

NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE PARK‐N‐RIDE SAFEWAY PARKING LOT

58

General Information

Sheet 11

NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE PARK‐N‐RIDE SAFEWAY PARKING LOT

59

General Information

Sheet 11

Coordinate with Safeway to have North end of parking lot signed for Park‐N‐
Ride to connect with Suntran #8
If Safeway says no, use old Albert’s service site. [related to comment #58
regarding Park‐N‐Ride]

Improve the quality, comfort, and convenience of transit access for the
Broadway study area, including improved safety at transit stops.

60

General Information

Sheet 11

Better late service for arts/entertainment: ideally streetcar that ties into DT
streetcar hub (shuttle to Kino/T.E. Park/Hi Corbett/ Pedestrian bridges, etc)

Improve the quality, comfort, and convenience of transit access for the
Broadway study area, including improved safety at transit stops.

61

General Information

Sheet 11

Do the projected traffic levels take fads into consideration? Bicycling was huge Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
in the 70’s and 80’s and is coming #into fashion again. Build better bike paths
and extra lanes for cars won’t be needed, especially for the short commute
from the Country Club area to Downtown.

61

General Information

Sheet 11

Do the projected traffic levels take fads into consideration? Bicycling was huge NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, UPDATE TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS
in the 70’s and 80’s and is coming #into fashion again. Build better bike paths
and extra lanes for cars won’t be needed, especially for the short commute
from the Country Club area to Downtown.

61

General Information

Sheet 11

Do the projected traffic levels take fads into consideration? Bicycling was huge Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
in the 70’s and 80’s and is coming #into fashion again. Build better bike paths Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets
and extra lanes for cars won’t be needed, especially for the short commute
from the Country Club area to Downtown.

62

Public Input Wall

Sheet 4/ HOW OR WHAT
DO YOU DO IN THIS
SECTION OF BROADWAY?

Enjoy a diversity of services‐Ethiopian food, keys made, veterinary care,
Chinese herbs, and more!

Encourage a mix of neighborhood and regional serving businesses to
support vibrant mixed use districts along Broadway

62

Public Input Wall

Sheet 4/ HOW OR WHAT
DO YOU DO IN THIS
SECTION OF BROADWAY?

Enjoy a diversity of services‐Ethiopian food, keys made, veterinary care,
Chinese herbs, and more!

Nurture Broadway’s role as a place for new and existing small, local and
incubator businesses through preserving existing development and its
lower rents and by encouraging new policies to require new
development to help create commercial space for small, local businesses

63

Public Input Wall

Sheet 4/ HOW OR WHAT
DO YOU DO IN THIS
SECTION OF BROADWAY?

Drive to work.

NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, FACTUAL STATEMENT ABOUT DRIVING TO
WORK ON BROADWAY

64

Public Input Wall

Sheet 4/ HOW OR WHAT
DO YOU DO IN THIS
SECTION OF BROADWAY?

Live, Shop, Walk, Bike from my neighborhood‐ More services please. Less
cars!

Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard

64

Public Input Wall

Sheet 4/ HOW OR WHAT
DO YOU DO IN THIS
SECTION OF BROADWAY?

Live, Shop, Walk, Bike from my neighborhood‐ More services please. Less
cars!

Encourage a mix of neighborhood and regional serving businesses to
support vibrant mixed use districts along Broadway

64

Public Input Wall

Sheet 4/ HOW OR WHAT
DO YOU DO IN THIS
SECTION OF BROADWAY?

Live, Shop, Walk, Bike from my neighborhood‐ More services please. Less
cars!

Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets

65

Public Input Wall

Sheet 4/ HOW OR WHAT
DO YOU DO IN THIS
SECTION OF BROADWAY?

No wider than Broadway East of Country Club. Possible meandering instead of Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
just taking the North Side! (2 Arrows pointing to it and one said “Vision”)

66

Public Input Wall

67

Public Input Wall

Sheet5/DRAFT VISION AND
GOALS GENERAL
COMMENTS
Sheet5/DRAFT VISION AND
GOALS GENERAL
COMMENTS

The vision needs to emphasize the overriding purpose of Broadway. Is it to be
a destination or a money corridor to more cars. More specific roads that can
be delineated
Yes! Destination. Not a corridor place of architecture business, Taxpaying,
local owners, more people in lots of ways not just cars.

Recorder's
comments

Widen Broadway Boulevard to the extent needed to achieve other goals;
widen only intersections for traffic.

Encourage a mix of neighborhood and regional serving businesses to
support vibrant mixed use districts along Broadway.
Encourage a mix of neighborhood and regional serving businesses to
support vibrant mixed use districts along Broadway

2
supporting
marks

Progress Report and Community Input Event, February 28, 2013
Recording of Community Input
Comment Station (pick from list on
#
other tab)
Comment
Sheet/Question
67
Public Input Wall
Sheet5/DRAFT VISION AND Yes! Destination. Not a corridor place of architecture business, Taxpaying,
GOALS GENERAL
local owners, more people in lots of ways not just cars.
COMMENTS

67

Public Input Wall

67

Public Input Wall

68

Public Input Wall

69

Public Input Wall

70

Public Input Wall

70

Broadway Boulevard Euclid to Country Club Project

Relevant Goal

Recorder's
comments

Nurture Broadway’s role as a place for new and existing small, local and
incubator businesses through preserving existing development and its
lower rents and by encouraging new policies to require new
development to help create commercial space for small, local businesses.
Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.

Sheet5/DRAFT VISION AND
GOALS GENERAL
COMMENTS
Sheet5/DRAFT VISION AND
GOALS GENERAL
COMMENTS
Sheet5/DRAFT VISION AND
GOALS GENERAL
COMMENTS

Yes! Destination. Not a corridor place of architecture business, Taxpaying,
local owners, more people in lots of ways not just cars.

Public Input Wall

Sheet 6/MORE DRAFT
VISION & GOALS
COMMENTS

71

Public Input Wall

Sheet 9

72

Public Input Wall

72

Public Input Wall

73

Public Input Wall

73

Public Input Wall

Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?

Broadway is a unique district in our city and region. Celebrate its mid‐century
historic history and character. Use it to encourage heritage tourism. Promote
local businesses‐expand economic development and protect it from Walmart
and the traffic engineers!
It makes no sense to widen Broadway to Euclid when all Westbound Traffic is
bottlenecked at the underpass and stoplights beyond.
Historic assets, multi‐use walkability/ life

73

Public Input Wall

74

Public Input Wall

74

Public Input Wall

74

Public Input Wall

75

Public Input Wall

Use funds effectively
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?

Design improvements to deliver them within available budget, and to
allow the roadway, its landscape, transit improvements, and other
elements to fit the budget constraints for operations and maintenance

76

Public Input Wall

Sheet 12/Whats most
Preservation of small local businesses and historic uniqueness of area should
important for the future of be paramount
Broadway Blvd?

Nurture Broadway’s role as a place for new and existing small, local and
incubator businesses through preserving existing development and its
lower rents and by encouraging new policies to require new
development to help create commercial space for small, local businesses

76

Public Input Wall

Preservation of small local businesses and historic uniqueness of area should
be paramount

77

Public Input Wall

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Design any new development along Broadway to transition to a lower
intensity where it is adjacent to neighborhoods.

77

Public Input Wall

78

Public Input Wall

Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?

78

Public Input Wall

79

Public Input Wall

80

Public Input Wall

81

Public Input Wall

Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?

81

Public Input Wall

Broadway needs a project, but what kind? I want to see this road redesigned Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of to put the safety and comfort of our most vulnerable roadway users first.
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.
Broadway Blvd?
Build improvements for people not cars! It’s people that come into and
support businesses‐not cars. More people would come by foot or by bike and
transit if it was a more convenient and comfortable option.

81

Public Input Wall

Sheet 12/Whats most
Broadway needs a project, but what kind? I want to see this road redesigned Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets
important for the future of to put the safety and comfort of our most vulnerable roadway users first.
Build improvements for people not cars! It’s people that come into and
Broadway Blvd?
support businesses‐not cars. More people would come by foot or by bike and
transit if it was a more convenient and comfortable option.

82

Public Input Wall

83

Public Input Wall

Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?

83

Public Input Wall

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Recognize and reinforce existing areas with distinct character and
1
Agree with Comment #67, A destination that deserves to be nurtured and
cultivated beyond preservation (1) (there was an arrow with “yes” next to this support the creation of distinct new places so that Broadway is a linked supportive
comment)
series of places, defined by their historic and significant structures,
mark
signage, landscape, and uses.
Encourage a mix of neighborhood and regional serving businesses to
Sheet5/DRAFT VISION AND I agree (with comments 67 and 68) destination not corridor.
support vibrant mixed use districts along Broadway
GOALS GENERAL
COMMENTS
Sheet 6/MORE DRAFT
Broadway is a unique district in our city and region. Celebrate its mid‐century Nurture Broadway’s role as a place for new and existing small, local and
historic history and character. Use it to encourage heritage tourism. Promote incubator businesses through preserving existing development and its
VISION & GOALS
local businesses‐expand economic development and protect it from Walmart lower rents and by encouraging new policies to require new
COMMENTS
development to help create commercial space for small, local businesses.
and the traffic engineers!

Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?

Yes! Destination. Not a corridor place of architecture business, Taxpaying,
local owners, more people in lots of ways not just cars.

Historic assets, multi‐use walkability/life

Keep bicycle and pedestrian friendly‐options to encourage character and
promote local opportunities (not just chain franchise)

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
Provide better integration of neighborhoods to districts on Broadway
with a walkable circulation network and by encouraging policies for
neighborhood‐supporting uses
Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard

Keep bicycle and pedestrian friendly‐options to encourage character and
promote local opportunities (not just chain franchise)

Nurture Broadway’s role as a place for new and existing small, local and
incubator businesses through preserving existing development and its
lower rents and by encouraging new policies to require new
development to help create commercial space for small, local businesses

Keep bicycle and pedestrian friendly‐options to encourage character and
promote local opportunities (not just chain franchise)

Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets

To be “modern” enough to accommodate future needs

Encourage preservation, remodeling, and new development that is
scaled to existing context while allowing for a mix and intensity of use to
support walking, bicycling, and transit use.
Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.

To be “modern” enough to accommodate future needs

To be “modern” enough to accommodate future needs

Do not consume the surrounding neighborhoods

Respect the aesthetic character of the districts along Broadway while
encouraging maintenance and reinvestment to improve aesthetic
appearance of existing development. Also, encourage new development
that complements today's aesthetic character.

To not consume the surrounding neighborhoods

Minimize overflow parking, cut through traffic, noise, light, and other
impacts from development along Broadway into adjacent neighborhoods

Celebrate its mid‐century heritage with more local businesses

Nurture Broadway’s role as a place for new and existing small, local and
incubator businesses through preserving existing development and its
lower rents and by encouraging new policies to require new
development to help create commercial space for small, local businesses

Celebrate its mid‐century heritage with more local businesses

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, INCREASE FREQUENCY AND/OR LONGER
HOURS FOR TRANSIT

More busses to ride

Next to the arrow on busses (Comments #142 and #79) ^ says “Make crossing Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
it North‐South easier and safer now
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.
Broadway needs a project, but what kind? I want to see this road redesigned Avoid impacts to the viability of existing businesses and property along
to put the safety and comfort of our most vulnerable roadway users first.
Broadway to the extent feasible, and otherwise maximize the viability of
Build improvements for people not cars! It’s people that come into and
property and business before, during and after construction.
support businesses‐not cars. More people would come by foot or by bike and
transit if it was a more convenient and comfortable option.

Maintain and improve property values of adjoining neighborhoods including
El Canto, etc.

NEW GOAL ‐ Maintain and improve property values of adjoining
neighborhoods.

Broadway can become a vital extension of downtown and the U of A if it
remains sensitive to the unique historic context and it encourages the
economic development of small local businesses along the corridor.

NEW GOAL ‐ Improve the economic and transportation linkages of
Broadway and the uses along it with Downtown and UofA

Sheet 12/Whats most
Broadway can become a vital extension of downtown and the U of A if it
important for the future of remains sensitive to the unique historic context and it encourages the
economic development of small local businesses along the corridor.
Broadway Blvd?

Nurture Broadway’s role as a place for new and existing small, local and
incubator businesses through preserving existing development and its
lower rents and by encouraging new policies to require new
development to help create commercial space for small, local businesses

Progress Report and Community Input Event, February 28, 2013
Recording of Community Input
Comment Station (pick from list on
#
other tab)
Sheet/Question
83
Public Input Wall
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?

Broadway Boulevard Euclid to Country Club Project

Comment

Relevant Goal

Broadway can become a vital extension of downtown and the U of A if it
remains sensitive to the unique historic context and it encourages the
economic development of small local businesses along the corridor.

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.

Make sure Broadway improves as a destination, not just a roadway to
somewhere else!

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.

84

Public Input Wall

85

Public Input Wall

86

Public Input Wall

87

Public Input Wall

87

Public Input Wall

88

Public Input Wall

89

Public Input Wall

89

Public Input Wall

89

Public Input Wall

89

Public Input Wall

89

Public Input Wall

90

Public Input Wall

91

Public Input Wall

91

Public Input Wall

92

Public Input Wall

93

Public Input Wall

94

Public Input Wall

94

Public Input Wall

95

Public Input Wall

96

Public Input Wall

97

Public Input Wall

98

Public Input Wall

99

Public Input Wall

100

Public Input Wall

100

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Make it pretty and inviting to walk or drive or bike (1)

101

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Integrate old and new structures

102

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Trees and varied hardscape

103

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

A destination and not a through way (restaurant, shops, and bars)

104

Public Input Wall

104

Public Input Wall

104

Public Input Wall

105

Public Input Wall

105

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Being able to get there…and then back home (Ex: Hi Corbett & UofA). Also
being able to get there for an early‐start shift.
Being able to get there…and then back home (Ex: Hi Corbett & UofA). Also
being able to get there for an early‐start shift.
Being able to get there…and then back home (Ex: Hi Corbett & UofA). Also
being able to get there for an early‐start shift.
A sense of place is of utmost importance. No increased width! We do not need Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
a dismal no‐hum corridor for just cars.
A sense of place is of utmost importance. No increased width! We do not need Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.
a dismal no‐hum corridor for just cars.

Make my commute safe whether I drive, bike or bus!

Unique historic area/still a real neighborhood and a sense of place

I suggest a road diet! Lets move people not vehicles!

I suggest a road diet! Lets move people not vehicles!

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.

Broadway from Country Club to downtown is busy, at least in the rush hour. NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, UPDATE TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS
Future growth is not to the East; it is to the north and to a lesser extent south.
That is move traffic but not a through adding more lanes for cars but by better Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
traffic engineering more transit bike lanes and sidewalks beautify it as well.
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.
That is move traffic but not a through adding more lanes for cars but by better Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
traffic engineering more transit bike lanes and sidewalks beautify it as well.
That is move traffic but not a through adding more lanes for cars but by better Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
traffic engineering more transit bike lanes and sidewalks beautify it as well.
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.
That is move traffic but not a through adding more lanes for cars but by better Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
traffic engineering more transit bike lanes and sidewalks beautify it as well.
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets.
That is move traffic but not a through adding more lanes for cars but by better Respect the aesthetic character of the districts along Broadway while
traffic engineering more transit bike lanes and sidewalks beautify it as well.
encouraging maintenance and reinvestment to improve aesthetic
appearance of existing development. Also, encourage new development
that complements today's aesthetic character. MODIFY ‐ be clear that it
is combination of street and development aesthetics.

Sheet 12/Whats most
Walk able Broadway‐ inviting to stroll‐ easy to cross‐easy to shop and access
important for the future of businesses
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
Sense of place/Save our businesses and historic buildings
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?

Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.
Nurture Broadway’s role as a place for new and existing small, local and
incubator businesses through preserving existing development and its
lower rents and by encouraging new policies to require new
development to help create commercial space for small, local businesses

Sheet 12/Whats most
Sense of place/Save our businesses and historic buildings
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
Elegant is a great description
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Respect the aesthetic character of the districts along Broadway while
encouraging maintenance and reinvestment to improve aesthetic
appearance of existing development. Also, encourage new development
that complements today's aesthetic character. MODIFY ‐ be clear that it
is combination of street and development aesthetics.

Sheet 12/Whats most
Please consider future maintenance and better pay an bit more up front (not
important for the future of lowest bidder) and get excellent quality materials which should delay any
maintenance due to pot holes, etc. Which save their own cost in traffic
Broadway Blvd?
delays, business impacts, etc. Looking forward to a great job! Best wishes to
all?
Sheet 12/Whats most
Elegant, Historic (Still possible)
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
Elegant, Historic (Still possible)
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?

Design improvements to deliver them within available budget, and to
allow the roadway, its landscape, transit improvements, and other
elements to fit the budget constraints for operations and maintenance.

Sheet 12/Whats most
Too much asphalt
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
Create a better entry way to downtown that is!
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 12/Whats most
important for the future of
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Recorder's
comments

Elegant historic and safe (Written next to Comment #96)

Clean up the brownfields (Written next to Comment #96)

To become a destination for people to shop, eat, meet, congregate. To be a
vibrant urban place NOT a traffic corridor to thoroughly move people
through.
Make it pretty and inviting to walk or drive or bike (1)

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Respect the aesthetic character of the districts along Broadway while
encouraging maintenance and reinvestment to improve aesthetic
appearance of existing development. Also, encourage new development
that complements today's aesthetic character. MODIFY ‐ be clear that it
is combination of street and development aesthetics.
Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

Design the roadway, its streetscape, wayfinding signage, and the uses
along it to give identity to the 'gateways' along Broadway ‐ to
neighborhoods, to Downtown, and to the University, and others.

2
supporting
marks

Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
NOT RELATED TO AN EXISTING GOAL, CLEAN UP BROWNFIELD SITES

Encourage a mix of neighborhood and regional serving businesses to
support vibrant mixed use districts along Broadway.
1
supportive
mark
Respect the aesthetic character of the districts along Broadway while
1
encouraging maintenance and reinvestment to improve aesthetic
supportive
appearance of existing development. Also, encourage new development mark
that complements today's aesthetic character. MODIFY ‐ be clear that it
is combination of street and development aesthetics.
Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.

Recognize and reinforce existing areas with distinct character and
support the creation of distinct new places so that Broadway is a linked
series of places, defined by their historic and significant structures,
signage, landscape, and uses.
Increase the amount and quality of landscaping and lighting along
Broadway through an approach that is efficient in terms of capital and
maintenance costs.
Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, INCREASE FREQUENCY AND/OR LONGER
HOURS FOR TRANSIT
Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.
Provide effective east‐west high capacity transit on Broadway Boulevard.

Progress Report and Community Input Event, February 28, 2013
Recording of Community Input
Comment Station (pick from list on
#
other tab)
Sheet/Question
105
Public Input Wall
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Comment

Broadway Boulevard Euclid to Country Club Project

Relevant Goal

Recorder's
comments

A sense of place is of utmost importance. No increased width! We do not need Recognize and reinforce existing areas with distinct character and
a dismal no‐hum corridor for just cars.
support the creation of distinct new places so that Broadway is a linked
series of places, defined by their historic and significant structures,
signage, landscape, and uses.
Why not a Park‐N‐Ride to downtown/UofA/El Con to make the corridor a
NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE PARK‐N‐RIDE DOWNTOWN/UOFA/EL
CON
destination.
Why not a Park‐N‐Ride to downtown/UofA/El Con to make the corridor a
NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE PARK‐N‐RIDE DOWNTOWN/UOFA/EL
destination.
CON
We must stop accommodating cars
NEW GOAL ‐ Do not improve for automobile through traffic or access.

106

Public Input Wall

106

Public Input Wall

107

Public Input Wall

108

Public Input Wall

108

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

We need to beautify Broadway to have it represent the beauty of Tucson as a Respect the aesthetic character of the districts along Broadway while
encouraging maintenance and reinvestment to improve aesthetic
gateway to downtown
appearance of existing development. Also, encourage new development
that complements today's aesthetic character. MODIFY ‐ be clear that it
is combination of street and development aesthetics.

109

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

4 Lanes and Bike Lanes and sidewalks also lots of trees

109

Public Input Wall

4 Lanes and Bike Lanes and sidewalks also lots of trees

110

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

110

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Historic preservation (1)

111

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Take more traffic that is now deviating to Country Club and 6th

111

Public Input Wall

112

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

113

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

113

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

113

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

114

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

114

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Buried utilities (trees instead) (2 and a yes)

Respect the aesthetic character of the districts along Broadway while
3
encouraging maintenance and reinvestment to improve aesthetic
supportive
appearance of existing development. Also, encourage new development marks
that complements today's aesthetic character. MODIFY ‐ be clear that it
is combination of street and development aesthetics.

115

Public Input Wall

116

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

To have Broadway not exceed current noise levels from the Davis Mothan
AFB.
Trees and landscaping (5)

117

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Historic preservation with local businesses providing services for your
neighborhood –Multimodal

Minimize noise, light, air quality, and cut through traffic from Broadway
Boulevard.
Increase the amount and quality of landscaping and lighting along
5
Broadway through an approach that is efficient in terms of capital and
supportive
maintenance costs.
marks
Nurture Broadway’s role as a place for new and existing small, local and
incubator businesses through preserving existing development and its
lower rents and by encouraging new policies to require new
development to help create commercial space for small, local businesses

117

Public Input Wall

117

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Historic preservation with local businesses providing services for your
neighborhood –Multimodal
Historic preservation with local businesses providing services for your
neighborhood –Multimodal

118

Public Input Wall

Don’t widen Broadway build tunnel

119

Public Input Wall

Destination not a pass through

NEW GOAL ‐ Do not improve for automobile through traffic or access.

120

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.
Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

120

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

120

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

121

Public Input Wall

121

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

122

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

123

Public Input Wall

124

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

124

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

There are so many awesome and creative ways to satisfy the bond that do not Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for 1
all modes of travel along and across Broadway. MODIFIED ‐ do not widen supportive
include widening road bed. We could have an exciting and fantastic
between the curbs
mark
improvement to Broadway to make it a place not a thru‐way.

125

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

1. Preserves historic structures (priority written next to this)

Protect all individually historic and contributing buildings, signage, and
sites.

126

Public Input Wall

2. Does not go to the 150’ width

Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard.

127

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

3. Honest description of Open Meeting Law requirements

Efficiently and effectively seek out public input to draw from
stakeholders in the study area and throughout the city and region to
provide input for the on‐going Citizens Task Force process

We need to beautify Broadway to have it represent the beauty of Tucson as a Design the roadway, its streetscape, wayfinding signage, and the uses
gateway to downtown
along it to give identity to the 'gateways' along Broadway ‐ to
neighborhoods, to Downtown, and to the University, and others.

Historic preservation (1)

Increase the amount and quality of landscaping and lighting along
Broadway through an approach that is efficient in terms of capital and
maintenance costs.
Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard.
Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
To extent feasible given needed transportation and other improvements
along Broadway, protect the best examples of contributing structures to
existing and potential NRHP Historic District designations. MODIFY ‐ be
clear about maintaining viability of Historic Districts.

1
supportive
mark
1
supportive
mark

Improve vehicular mobility along Broadway while minimizing widening of
the roadway and otherwise minimizing impacts to adjacent property to
the extent feasible.
Minimize noise, light, air quality, and cut through traffic from Broadway
Take more traffic that is now deviating to Country Club and 6th
Boulevard.
Separated bike lanes (3 and a yes)
Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
4
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets
supporting
marks
Sidewalks shaded by street trees. (2) Minimal median in anticipation of future Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along 2
center lane LRT (following 2009 PAG HCT Plan)
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.
supporting
marks
2
Sidewalks shaded by street trees. (2) Minimal median in anticipation of future Increase the amount and quality of landscaping and lighting along
center lane LRT (following 2009 PAG HCT Plan)
Broadway through an approach that is efficient in terms of capital and
supporting
maintenance costs.
marks
Sidewalks shaded by street trees. (2) Minimal median in anticipation of future Provide effective east‐west high capacity transit on Broadway Boulevard. 2
center lane LRT (following 2009 PAG HCT Plan)
supporting
marks.
NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, UNDERGROUND UTILITIES
3
Buried utilities (trees instead) (2 and a yes)
supporting
marks

Vibrant Business District pedestrian and bike friendly connected to surveying Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard
and adjacent neighborhoods. An existing Downtown UA District, 4th Ave.
Vibrant Business District pedestrian and bike friendly connected to surveying Provide better integration of neighborhoods to districts on Broadway
with a walkable circulation network and by encouraging policies for
and adjacent neighborhoods. An existing Downtown UA District, 4th Ave.
neighborhood‐supporting uses
Vibrant Business District pedestrian and bike friendly connected to surveying Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets
and adjacent neighborhoods. An existing Downtown UA District, 4th Ave.
Pedestrian friendly, wide sidewalks, lots of trees

Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard
Pedestrian friendly, wide sidewalks, lots of trees
Increase the amount and quality of landscaping and lighting along
Broadway through an approach that is efficient in terms of capital and
maintenance costs.
Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard.
sarcastic
12 Lane Highway! (Next to it says “ha good one”)
comment
with 1
supportive
mark
Too much asphalt will destroy scale and comfort (arrow from this comment to Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard.
Comment #124)
There are so many awesome and creative ways to satisfy the bond that do not Do not widen Broadway Boulevard. MODIFIED ‐ do not widen between 1
include widening road bed. We could have an exciting and fantastic
the curbs
supportive
mark
improvement to Broadway to make it a place not a thru‐way.

1
supportive
mark

Progress Report and Community Input Event, February 28, 2013
Recording of Community Input
Comment Station (pick from list on
#
other tab)
Sheet/Question
128
Public Input Wall
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Broadway Boulevard Euclid to Country Club Project

Comment

Relevant Goal

4. No game‐playing by the outside interests

Efficiently and effectively seek out public input to draw from
stakeholders in the study area and throughout the city and region to
provide input for the on‐going Citizens Task Force process

129

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Residents Businesses actually be listened to

Efficiently and effectively seek out public input to draw from
stakeholders in the study area and throughout the city and region to
provide input for the on‐going Citizens Task Force process

130

Public Input Wall

Destination not a route through

NEW GOAL ‐ Make Broadway a destination not a route for through traffic

131

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Flourishing businesses, etc.

Avoid impacts to the viability of existing businesses and property along
Broadway to the extent feasible, and otherwise maximize the viability of
property and business before, during and after construction.

131

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Flourishing businesses, etc.

Encourage a mix of neighborhood and regional serving businesses to
support vibrant mixed use districts along Broadway

132

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

132

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

132

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

132

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

133

Public Input Wall

134

Public Input Wall

134

Public Input Wall

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

A widen Broadway would not be pedestrian or bicycle friendly anyway. Put
bus pull outs. Encourage bicycles to use 3rd street. Clearly marked, well‐
lighted and crossings for a usable bike route.
A widen Broadway would not be pedestrian or bicycle friendly anyway. Put
bus pull outs. Encourage bicycles to use 3rd street. Clearly marked, well‐
lighted and crossings for a usable bike route.
A widen Broadway would not be pedestrian or bicycle friendly anyway. Put
bus pull outs. Encourage bicycles to use 3rd street. Clearly marked, well‐
lighted and crossings for a usable bike route.
A widen Broadway would not be pedestrian or bicycle friendly anyway. Put
bus pull outs. Encourage bicycles to use 3rd street. Clearly marked, well‐
lighted and crossings for a usable bike route.
Wider bike lanes

135

Public Input Wall

136

Public Input Wall

136

Public Input Wall

137

Public Input Wall

137

Public Input Wall

138

Public Input Wall

139

Public Input Wall

140

Public Input Wall

Sheet 14/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

140

Public Input Wall

Sheet 14/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

140

Public Input Wall

141

Public Input Wall

141

Public Input Wall

142

Public Input Wall

143

Public Input Wall

144
Comment Card

Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 13/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 14/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 14/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 14/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 14/Describe Your
Vision for Broadway

Improve crossings for bicyclists, including those that connect with bicycle
network
NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE BUS PULL OUTS

Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets

More bus pull outs

Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets
Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard
Increase the amount and quality of landscaping and lighting along
Broadway through an approach that is efficient in terms of capital and
maintenance costs.
NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE BUS PULL OUTS

Put Broadway Blvd. on a road diet. Less cars more bikes

Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.

Put Broadway Blvd. on a road diet. Less cars more bikes

Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets
Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.
Minimize widening of Broadway Boulevard.

Shade trees/Structures on/Adj. to sidewalks
Shade trees/Structures on/Adj. to sidewalks

Keep it the way it is but safer and more pedestrian friendly
Keep it the way it is but safer and more pedestrian friendly

Recorder's
comments

Safe. Call boxes?

Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.
1
Make it a destination where people go to, shop, eat, congregate, stroll, etc. A Encourage a mix of neighborhood and regional serving businesses to
vibrant urban place (walkable with arrow next to)
support vibrant mixed use districts along Broadway.
supportive
mark
People move in a variety of ways‐Not just by car to places not just to a
through area. History and cool archeticture preserved businesses local are
vibrant (bravo next to this comment)

People move in a variety of ways‐Not just by car to places not just to a
through area. History and cool archeticture preserved businesses local are
vibrant (bravo next to this comment)
Sheet 14/Describe Your
People move in a variety of ways‐Not just by car to places not just to a
through area. History and cool archeticture preserved businesses local are
Vision for Broadway
vibrant (bravo next to this comment)
Make plans to include the streetcar in the future (without increasing the
Sheet 14/Describe Your
street width)
Vision for Broadway
Sheet 14/Describe Your
Make plans to include the streetcar in the future (without increasing the
Vision for Broadway
street width)
Sheet 12/Whats most
Arrow pointing to Comment #79 (More busses to ride) that says “turnouts
important for the future of too”
Broadway Blvd?
Sheet 14/Describe Your
Walkable with arrow pointing to comment #139
Vision for Broadway
How about allocating the $42 + Million toward the Rio Nuevo project and
have 3rd party monitor with justice to the community whereabouts of the
money otherwise seems like road to nowhere ‐ Cindy Bruwer

Nurture Broadway’s role as a place for new and existing small, local and 1
supportive
incubator businesses through preserving existing development and its
mark
lower rents and by encouraging new policies to require new
development to help create commercial space for small, local businesses
Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.
Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
Do not widen Broadway Boulevard.
Provide effective east‐west high capacity transit on Broadway Boulevard.
NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, PROVIDE BUS PULL OUTS

Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard.
NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, USE THE FUNDS FOR RIO NUEVO AND HAVE
AN INDEPENDENT MONITOR OF HOW MONEY IS USED

145

Comment Card

1. Project was part of a package that was voted on and approved by voters.
2. Broadway is and always has been a pass through corridor.
3. People have established businesses in the houses because no one wanted to live
there. House should not have bee zoned commercial if you wanted a residential feel.
4. Limited number of structures have redeeming architectural value
5. Most important: Intersection geometry is critical to project success as opposed to
number of lanes.
6. Public meeting needed to some idea of design element. Unfortunate!! ‐ Bob
Roggentheg

NEW GOAL ‐ Widen Broadway to accommodate through and commute traffic.

145

Comment Card

1. Project was part of a package that was voted on and approved by voters.
2. Broadway is and always has been a pass through corridor.
3. People have established businesses in the houses because no one wanted to live
there. House should not have bee zoned commercial if you wanted a residential feel.
4. Limited number of structures have redeeming architectural value
5. Most important: Intersection geometry is critical to project success as opposed to
number of lanes.
6. Public meeting needed to some idea of design element. Unfortunate!! ‐ Bob
Roggentheg

NOT RELATED TO A GOAL ‐ Intersection geometry is critical to project success as
opposed to number of lanes.

145

Comment Card

1. Project was part of a package that was voted on and approved by voters.
2. Broadway is and always has been a pass through corridor.
3. People have established businesses in the houses because no one wanted to live
there. House should not have bee zoned commercial if you wanted a residential feel.
4. Limited number of structures have redeeming architectural value
5. Most important: Intersection geometry is critical to project success as opposed to
number of lanes.
6. Public meeting needed to some idea of design element. Unfortunate!! ‐ Bob
Roggentheg

NOT RELATED TO A GOAL ‐ THIS MEETING SHOULD HAVE INCLUDED IDEA
OF STREET DESIGN ELEMENTS.

145

Comment Card

1. Project was part of a package that was voted on and approved by voters.
2. Broadway is and always has been a pass through corridor.
3. People have established businesses in the houses because no one wanted to live
there. House should not have bee zoned commercial if you wanted a residential feel.
4. Limited number of structures have redeeming architectural value
5. Most important: Intersection geometry is critical to project success as opposed to
number of lanes.
6. Public meeting needed to some idea of design element. Unfortunate!! ‐ Bob
Roggentheg

NOT RELATED TO A GOAL ‐ ZONE FOR RESIDENTIAL IF WANT A
RESIDENTIAL FEEL

1
supportive
mark
1
supportive
mark

Progress Report and Community Input Event, February 28, 2013
Recording of Community Input
Comment Station (pick from list on
#
other tab)
Sheet/Question
145
Comment Card

Broadway Boulevard Euclid to Country Club Project

Comment

Relevant Goal

1. Project was part of a package that was voted on and approved by voters.
2. Broadway is and always has been a pass through corridor.
3. People have established businesses in the houses because no one wanted to live
there. House should not have bee zoned commercial if you wanted a residential feel.
4. Limited number of structures have redeeming architectural value
5. Most important: Intersection geometry is critical to project success as opposed to
number of lanes.
6. Public meeting needed to some idea of design element. Unfortunate!! ‐ Bob
Roggentheg

To extent feasible given needed transportation and other improvements along
Broadway, protect the best examples of individually historic and contributing
buildings, signage, and sites.

NOT RELATED TO A GOAL ‐ INTERESTED IN SEEING WHAT HAPPENS IN
RELATION TO PRESERVATION OF HISTORIC BUILDINGS, DOESN'T EXPRESS
A DESIRED APPROACH/RESULT

146

Video Comment Booth

My name is Andrea Sommer, and I am very interested in learning about how the
project is going to turn out because of all of the historic buildings along Broadway.
What is going to happen to those buildings? Not being from Tucson, I really enjoy the
architecture so it would be interesting to see what happens and how it is preserved.

147

Video Comment Booth

Encourage a mix of neighborhood and regional serving businesses to support
My name is Kenna Smith, and I am very concerned about the future of Broadway. I
want it to be user friendly for pedestrians and bicyclists. I want it to look pretty, I want vibrant mixed use districts along Broadway
it to be inviting to people to shop and to travel and to be a part of it. Thank you.

147

Video Comment Booth

Encourage the creation of public gathering places and provide for public places as
My name is Kenna Smith, and I am very concerned about the future of Broadway. I
want it to be user friendly for pedestrians and bicyclists. I want it to look pretty, I want feasible through design of the boulevard
it to be inviting to people to shop and to travel and to be a part of it. Thank you.

147

Video Comment Booth

Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for all modes
My name is Kenna Smith, and I am very concerned about the future of Broadway. I
want it to be user friendly for pedestrians and bicyclists. I want it to look pretty, I want of travel along and across Broadway
it to be inviting to people to shop and to travel and to be a part of it. Thank you.

147

Video Comment Booth

RELATED TO GENERAL VISION STATEMENT ‐ improve the aesthetics
My name is Kenna Smith, and I am very concerned about the future of Broadway. I
want it to be user friendly for pedestrians and bicyclists. I want it to look pretty, I want
it to be inviting to people to shop and to travel and to be a part of it. Thank you.

148

Video Comment Booth

My name is Robert Cook and I am a member of the RTA CART Committee. I am also a NOT RELATED TO A GOAL, UPDATE TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS
member of the Pima County Planning and Zoning Commission. I was the treasurer for
the 2003 Citizens Transportation Initiative that called for a light rail down Broadway on
a third of a cent tax increase…very, very modest tax increase and an important part of
infrastructure build. I am very concerned that the Broadway Corridor Project is going to
turn into the project that happened with the Grant Road Improvement Project. We talk
about context sensitive solutions, in fact, some of those important parts of planning
contexts that we are in, the planning context of the future, have been ignored and
there’s been a resistance to look at some fundamental issues. One, is energy‐the cost
of oil. The 2006 RTA plan was based on the assumption of $20 barrel oil going on
infinitely. That is going to dramatically change and we can see it in demographic data,
in modal shift, so what we need to do is re‐assess the functionality of these projects.
To me functionality means that the intent of the voters was to invest public resources
in a variety of infrastructure projects that would increase the mobility of our
community. So we need to look at mobility as a unit of analysis not expanding streets
at an un‐godly cost for cars that aren’t even traveling. PAG’s own data shows that
between 2005 and 2010 traffic counts have declines 20% on Grant Road. So why are
we adding two lanes of car traffic on Grant road? We will never be able to support
increase bus transit or light rail or extensions of the Trolley or some of the other modal
infrastructures for pedestrians. If we continue to waste our money chasing dreams that
have no basis in reality now, and reality going forward. We have to acknowledge what
is going on with the demographics of this country. Young people are fleeing cities like
Tucson because we haven’t woken up to some fundamental realities about good urban
design because we have got examples all over the west, and if we deny this we are
going to be creating the biggest, biggest boondoggle that Tucson has ever…and this is
our last chance to actually do it right! And if we don’t do it right it is going to be a very
sad story for Tucson’s future. Thank you.

148

Video Comment Booth

My name is Robert Cook and I am a member of the RTA CART Committee. I am also a Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for all modes
member of the Pima County Planning and Zoning Commission. I was the treasurer for of travel along and across Broadway
the 2003 Citizens Transportation Initiative that called for a light rail down Broadway on
a third of a cent tax increase…very, very modest tax increase and an important part of
infrastructure build. I am very concerned that the Broadway Corridor Project is going to
turn into the project that happened with the Grant Road Improvement Project. We talk
about context sensitive solutions, in fact, some of those important parts of planning
contexts that we are in, the planning context of the future, have been ignored and
there’s been a resistance to look at some fundamental issues. One, is energy‐the cost
of oil. The 2006 RTA plan was based on the assumption of $20 barrel oil going on
infinitely. That is going to dramatically change and we can see it in demographic data,
in modal shift, so what we need to do is re‐assess the functionality of these projects.
To me functionality means that the intent of the voters was to invest public resources
in a variety of infrastructure projects that would increase the mobility of our
community. So we need to look at mobility as a unit of analysis not expanding streets
at an un‐godly cost for cars that aren’t even traveling. PAG’s own data shows that
between 2005 and 2010 traffic counts have declines 20% on Grant Road. So why are
we adding two lanes of car traffic on Grant road? We will never be able to support
increase bus transit or light rail or extensions of the Trolley or some of the other modal
infrastructures for pedestrians. If we continue to waste our money chasing dreams that
have no basis in reality now, and reality going forward. We have to acknowledge what
is going on with the demographics of this country. Young people are fleeing cities like
Tucson because we haven’t woken up to some fundamental realities about good urban
design because we have got examples all over the west, and if we deny this we are
going to be creating the biggest, biggest boondoggle that Tucson has ever…and this is
our last chance to actually do it right! And if we don’t do it right it is going to be a very
sad story for Tucson’s future. Thank you.

149

Video Comment Booth

“My name is Robert Cook and I am a member of the RTA CART Committee. I am also a Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along
member of the Pima County Planning and Zoning Commission. I was the treasurer for Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard
the 2003 Citizens Transportation Initiative that called for a light rail down Broadway on
a third of a cent tax increase…very, very modest tax increase and an important part of
infrastructure build. I am very concerned that the Broadway Corridor Project is going to
turn into the project that happened with the Grant Road Improvement Project. We talk
about context sensitive solutions, in fact, some of those important parts of planning
contexts that we are in, the planning context of the future, have been ignored and
there’s been a resistance to look at some fundamental issues. One, is energy‐the cost
of oil. The 2006 RTA plan was based on the assumption of $20 barrel oil going on
infinitely. That is going to dramatically change and we can see it in demographic data,
in modal shift, so what we need to do is re‐assess the functionality of these projects.
To me functionality means that the intent of the voters was to invest public resources
in a variety of infrastructure projects that would increase the mobility of our
community. So we need to look at mobility as a unit of analysis not expanding streets
at an un‐godly cost for cars that aren’t even traveling. PAG’s own data shows that
between 2005 and 2010 traffic counts have declines 20% on Grant Road. So why are
we adding two lanes of car traffic on Grant road? We will never be able to support
increase bus transit or light rail or extensions of the Trolley or some of the other modal
infrastructures for pedestrians. If we continue to waste our money chasing dreams that
have no basis in reality now, and reality going forward. We have to acknowledge what
is going on with the demographics of this country. Young people are fleeing cities like
Tucson because we haven’t woken up to some fundamental realities about good urban
design because we have got examples all over the west, and if we deny this we are
going to be creating the biggest, biggest boondoggle that Tucson has ever…and this is
our last chance to actually do it right! And if we don’t do it right it is going to be a very
sad story for Tucson’s future. Thank you.”

Recorder's
comments

Progress Report and Community Input Event, February 28, 2013
Recording of Community Input
Comment Station (pick from list on
#
other tab)
Sheet/Question
149
Video Comment Booth

Comment

Broadway Boulevard Euclid to Country Club Project

Relevant Goal

“My name is Robert Cook and I am a member of the RTA CART Committee. I am also a Provide effective east‐west high capacity transit through the Broadway study area
member of the Pima County Planning and Zoning Commission. I was the treasurer for on Broadway Boulevard and/or parallel routes
the 2003 Citizens Transportation Initiative that called for a light rail down Broadway on
a third of a cent tax increase…very, very modest tax increase and an important part of
infrastructure build. I am very concerned that the Broadway Corridor Project is going to
turn into the project that happened with the Grant Road Improvement Project. We talk
about context sensitive solutions, in fact, some of those important parts of planning
contexts that we are in, the planning context of the future, have been ignored and
there’s been a resistance to look at some fundamental issues. One, is energy‐the cost
of oil. The 2006 RTA plan was based on the assumption of $20 barrel oil going on
infinitely. That is going to dramatically change and we can see it in demographic data,
in modal shift, so what we need to do is re‐assess the functionality of these projects.
To me functionality means that the intent of the voters was to invest public resources
in a variety of infrastructure projects that would increase the mobility of our
community. So we need to look at mobility as a unit of analysis not expanding streets
at an un‐godly cost for cars that aren’t even traveling. PAG’s own data shows that
between 2005 and 2010 traffic counts have declines 20% on Grant Road. So why are
we adding two lanes of car traffic on Grant road? We will never be able to support
increase bus transit or light rail or extensions of the Trolley or some of the other modal
infrastructures for pedestrians. If we continue to waste our money chasing dreams that
have no basis in reality now, and reality going forward. We have to acknowledge what
is going on with the demographics of this country. Young people are fleeing cities like
Tucson because we haven’t woken up to some fundamental realities about good urban
design because we have got examples all over the west, and if we deny this we are
going to be creating the biggest, biggest boondoggle that Tucson has ever…and this is
our last chance to actually do it right! And if we don’t do it right it is going to be a very
sad story for Tucson’s future. Thank you.”

Create an inviting pedestrian environment that encourages walking along

150

Video Comment Booth

My name is Kylie Walzak, and I am here tonight at the Broadway Corridor Project to
Broadway and for crossing the Boulevard
talk about some things that I think are really important and to consider when
considering what to do with this stretch of roadway. First and foremost, I want the
Citizens Task Force and our elected and unelected officials to take into consideration
the purpose of a road…so what is a road’s function? A roads function is to move
people…right? And there are more effective and efficient ways that we can move
people that we haven’t necessarily designed here in Tucson. If you think about the size
of an automobile, and how many people are inside of that automobile it is a really
ineffective way to move people; there are a lot more effective ways of doing it, such as
bike transit, walking, bicycle, carpooling, car‐sharing, etc. I think level of service of a
road is a really important factor to consider when we consider what to do with the
future of Broadway.
Number two‐ I think that we should re‐design Broadway in a way that puts the needs
of our most vulnerable roadway users first, so that would be people who walk, and
people who bike, people who live in these neighborhoods around Broadway Boulevard.
For people who want to bike and walk more, we need to design the road safely so that
their needs for safety requirements and comfort are met. I think that business a lot of
times equates driving and parking with “business, ”but when was the last time that a
car came into a business and paid for something? Its people that come up to the
business and pay for something. People walk and bike to stop in along businesses on
Broadway (I know certainly that I would if it were more comfortable and convenient
option for me to use Broadway on my bike). There are no sidewalks on some parts of
Broadway and I think that’s really limiting the impact that business owners see and
that pedestrians see on those businesses. Finally, I just have to say that I believe it’s
important to preserve our historic past that don’t want to see any of our buildings torn
down to make way for wider boulevards, wider roads, I really support the Sunshine
Mile project and the efforts that are being made to preserve the historic buildings
around Broadway and I definitely want to see them preserved.

Video Comment Booth

My name is Kylie Walzak, and I am here tonight at the Broadway Corridor Project to
all modes of travel along and across Broadway.
talk about some things that I think are really important and to consider when
considering what to do with this stretch of roadway. First and foremost, I want the
Citizens Task Force and our elected and unelected officials to take into consideration
the purpose of a road…so what is a road’s function? A roads function is to move
people…right? And there are more effective and efficient ways that we can move
people that we haven’t necessarily designed here in Tucson. If you think about the size
of an automobile, and how many people are inside of that automobile it is a really
ineffective way to move people; there are a lot more effective ways of doing it, such as
bike transit, walking, bicycle, carpooling, car‐sharing, etc. I think level of service of a
road is a really important factor to consider when we consider what to do with the
future of Broadway.
Number two‐ I think that we should re‐design Broadway in a way that puts the needs
of our most vulnerable roadway users first, so that would be people who walk, and
people who bike, people who live in these neighborhoods around Broadway Boulevard.
For people who want to bike and walk more, we need to design the road safely so that
their needs for safety requirements and comfort are met. I think that business a lot of
times equates driving and parking with “business, ”but when was the last time that a
car came into a business and paid for something? Its people that come up to the
business and pay for something. People walk and bike to stop in along businesses on
Broadway (I know certainly that I would if it were more comfortable and convenient
option for me to use Broadway on my bike). There are no sidewalks on some parts of
Broadway and I think that’s really limiting the impact that business owners see and
that pedestrians see on those businesses. Finally, I just have to say that I believe it’s
important to preserve our historic past that don’t want to see any of our buildings torn
down to make way for wider boulevards, wider roads, I really support the Sunshine
Mile project and the efforts that are being made to preserve the historic buildings
around Broadway and I definitely want to see them preserved.

Video Comment Booth

My name is Kylie Walzak, and I am here tonight at the Broadway Corridor Project to
sites.
talk about some things that I think are really important and to consider when
considering what to do with this stretch of roadway. First and foremost, I want the
Citizens Task Force and our elected and unelected officials to take into consideration
the purpose of a road…so what is a road’s function? A roads function is to move
people…right? And there are more effective and efficient ways that we can move
people that we haven’t necessarily designed here in Tucson. If you think about the size
of an automobile, and how many people are inside of that automobile it is a really
ineffective way to move people; there are a lot more effective ways of doing it, such as
bike transit, walking, bicycle, carpooling, car‐sharing, etc. I think level of service of a
road is a really important factor to consider when we consider what to do with the
future of Broadway.
Number two‐ I think that we should re‐design Broadway in a way that puts the needs
of our most vulnerable roadway users first, so that would be people who walk, and
people who bike, people who live in these neighborhoods around Broadway Boulevard.
For people who want to bike and walk more, we need to design the road safely so that
their needs for safety requirements and comfort are met. I think that business a lot of
times equates driving and parking with “business, ”but when was the last time that a
car came into a business and paid for something? Its people that come up to the
business and pay for something. People walk and bike to stop in along businesses on
Broadway (I know certainly that I would if it were more comfortable and convenient
option for me to use Broadway on my bike). There are no sidewalks on some parts of
Broadway and I think that’s really limiting the impact that business owners see and
that pedestrians see on those businesses. Finally, I just have to say that I believe it’s
important to preserve our historic past that don’t want to see any of our buildings torn
down to make way for wider boulevards, wider roads, I really support the Sunshine
Mile project and the efforts that are being made to preserve the historic buildings
around Broadway and I definitely want to see them preserved.

Optimize the use of the right‐of‐way to improve mobility and safety for
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Progress Report and Community Input Event, February 28, 2013
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Broadway Boulevard Euclid to Country Club Project

Relevant Goal
Provide east‐west mobility for bicyclists of various skill levels on

Video Comment Booth

My name is Kylie Walzak, and I am here tonight at the Broadway Corridor Project to
Broadway Boulevard and parallel streets.
talk about some things that I think are really important and to consider when
considering what to do with this stretch of roadway. First and foremost, I want the
Citizens Task Force and our elected and unelected officials to take into consideration
the purpose of a road…so what is a road’s function? A roads function is to move
people…right? And there are more effective and efficient ways that we can move
people that we haven’t necessarily designed here in Tucson. If you think about the size
of an automobile, and how many people are inside of that automobile it is a really
ineffective way to move people; there are a lot more effective ways of doing it, such as
bike transit, walking, bicycle, carpooling, car‐sharing, etc. I think level of service of a
road is a really important factor to consider when we consider what to do with the
future of Broadway.
Number two‐ I think that we should re‐design Broadway in a way that puts the needs
of our most vulnerable roadway users first, so that would be people who walk, and
people who bike, people who live in these neighborhoods around Broadway Boulevard.
For people who want to bike and walk more, we need to design the road safely so that
their needs for safety requirements and comfort are met. I think that business a lot of
times equates driving and parking with “business, ”but when was the last time that a
car came into a business and paid for something? Its people that come up to the
business and pay for something. People walk and bike to stop in along businesses on
Broadway (I know certainly that I would if it were more comfortable and convenient
option for me to use Broadway on my bike). There are no sidewalks on some parts of
Broadway and I think that’s really limiting the impact that business owners see and
that pedestrians see on those businesses. Finally, I just have to say that I believe it’s
important to preserve our historic past that don’t want to see any of our buildings torn
down to make way for wider boulevards, wider roads, I really support the Sunshine
Mile project and the efforts that are being made to preserve the historic buildings
around Broadway and I definitely want to see them preserved.
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My name is Kylie Walzak, and I am here tonight at the Broadway Corridor Project to
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
talk about some things that I think are really important and to consider when
landscape, and uses.
considering what to do with this stretch of roadway. First and foremost, I want the
Citizens Task Force and our elected and unelected officials to take into consideration
the purpose of a road…so what is a road’s function? A roads function is to move
people…right? And there are more effective and efficient ways that we can move
people that we haven’t necessarily designed here in Tucson. If you think about the size
of an automobile, and how many people are inside of that automobile it is a really
ineffective way to move people; there are a lot more effective ways of doing it, such as
bike transit, walking, bicycle, carpooling, car‐sharing, etc. I think level of service of a
road is a really important factor to consider when we consider what to do with the
future of Broadway.
Number two‐ I think that we should re‐design Broadway in a way that puts the needs
of our most vulnerable roadway users first, so that would be people who walk, and
people who bike, people who live in these neighborhoods around Broadway Boulevard.
For people who want to bike and walk more, we need to design the road safely so that
their needs for safety requirements and comfort are met. I think that business a lot of
times equates driving and parking with “business, ”but when was the last time that a
car came into a business and paid for something? Its people that come up to the
business and pay for something. People walk and bike to stop in along businesses on
Broadway (I know certainly that I would if it were more comfortable and convenient
option for me to use Broadway on my bike). There are no sidewalks on some parts of
Broadway and I think that’s really limiting the impact that business owners see and
that pedestrians see on those businesses. Finally, I just have to say that I believe it’s
important to preserve our historic past that don’t want to see any of our buildings torn
down to make way for wider boulevards, wider roads, I really support the Sunshine
Mile project and the efforts that are being made to preserve the historic buildings
around Broadway and I definitely want to see them preserved.
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Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of

Letter from the Tucson Historic Preservation Foundation; see page 26 in
Appendix A
Letter from the Tucson Historic Preservation Foundation; see page 26 in
Appendix A
Letter from the Tucson Historic Preservation Foundation; see page 26 in
Appendix A

Protect all individually historic and contributing buildings, signage, and
sites.
Protect all significant buildings and sites.
Recognize and support distinct character of Broadway as a series of
places, defined by their historic and significant structures, signage,
landscape, and uses.
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Appendix C
Event Display Boards
(A full color version of this appendix is available online at
http://cms3.tucsonaz.gov/broadway/public-meeting-2)

The following pages represent the display boards from the event in order, by station, as follows:
Station 1. Sign in & Welcome
Station 2. General Project Information
Station 3. Sustainable Multi-Modal Street Design
Station 4. Mixed-use Business Districts and Neighborhoods
Station 5. RTA MainStreet
Station 6. Real Estate
Station 7. Video Comment Booth
Station 8. Public Input Wall

This project is funded by the City of Tucson, Pima County and the Regional Transportation Authority
(RTA), and is part of the voter-approved, $2.1 billion RTA plan that will be implemented through
2026. Details about the plan are available at www.RTAmobility.com.

